Introducing the Carriere SLX 3D Bracket System

When Henry Schein Orthodontics’ highly acclaimed engineers teamed up with world-renowned orthodontists, Drs Luis Carrière, Lou Chmura, Dave Paquette and Jep Paschal, they produced an all-new, patent-pending metal and ceramic bracket system that goes beyond the boundaries of any bracket system we have ever produced. The dedication to practice efficiencies and to advancing the state-of-the-art of patient care will be evident when you experience the beauty, comfort and extraordinary performance of the all-new Carriere SLX 3D System.

Do the twist—with a feather touch and slight twist of the instrument, the slide is propelled to the open or locked position.

Cover it up—full M/D slot coverage provides unmatched rotational control to help ensure that you finish faster.

Got you in our sights—our proprietary cross-hair colour coding provides a new level of visual cues for fast, precise bracket positioning.

One size doesn’t fit all—the SLX 3D Bracket System has narrow brackets for narrow teeth, and wide brackets for wide teeth—because size matters when it comes to rapidly securing rotational control and ideal tooth positioning.

Easy on, easy off—our compound contour bases are designed to “fit like a glove”, while the bevelled base edges aid in quick and clean removal.

Don’t bend wire, like a pro—with proven and precise torque values, in/out thicknesses and slot depths, the SLX 3D Bracket is designed to ensure less wire bending so that you can spend more time doing anything but wire bending.

Guard rails aren’t just for highways—our exclusive Adhesive Guard Rail Technology (AGR) directs excess adhesive to the sides for fast, easy clean-up.

“SLX 3D represents nothing less than a true engineering and design phenomenon. Whether you’re using another self-ligating system, or twin brackets, when you try SLX 3D, you too will be convinced it’s time to switch.”—Dr John Graham

Feel this—the smoothest brackets we’ve ever made—oh so incredibly smooth, oh so comfortable!

Designed for you, your staff and your patients—with no compromises.

Henry Schein Orthodontics is a brand of Ortho Organizers.
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